








THE MIKADO 
or The Town of Titipu 

ACT I 

ourtyard of Ko-Ko's Palace
.
in 

Titipu. Japanese noble.'1 di:Jcovered standi7:g

and �ting in attifodes suggested by natwe

drawings. 11 

N . 1. "IF YO WANT TO KNOW WHO 

WE ARE" 12 
Opening Chorus and Recitative 

NANKI-Poo and MEN (Chorus of Nobles) 

If you want to know who we are, 
We are gentlemen of Japan: 

On many a vase and jar,

1J standing and sitting in attitudes sug-
gested by native drawings. On the 

premiere of The Mikado the curtain opened 
on a living, ukiyo-e print of authentically 
costumed Japanese noblemen posed in the 
willowy, enigmatic attitudes which had 
captured the soul of the Aesthetic move
ment. 

creating living pictures on stage was a 
favorite device of mid-nineteenth century 
theatre. Planche had launched the vogue in

rigan by introducing three tableaux 
ro Eastlake's paintings. In Ren� Day 

Douqlas Jerrold reproduced David Wilkie's 
"problem picture" in a comic context. In 
Ages go Gilbert imself had presented a 

1 r ,:ti� 11tu "') 

scene of living portraits (lifted from Tom Tay
lor), which he later re furbished in Ruddigore, 
and his own arrangement of the twenty lovesick 
maidens in the opening scene of Patience had 
been a visual parody of Burne-Jones' idyll, 
"Green Summer." 

True to Pre-Raphaelite technique, in which the 
artist's super-clarity and realistic detail pro
mote a natural acceptance of the irrational, 
Gilbert's impeccable stagecraft easefully trans
ported the first-night au ience into an English 
dream of Japan, into what Swinburne had called 
a "fairyland of fans, the limbo of blue china." 
This first scene is a glyph of the entire opera 
which, as G. • Chesterton observed, is not a

picture of Japan but a Japanese picture. 

I 2"If you want to know who we are." As Gil
bert fixes the visual imagery of this opening 
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scene, Sullivan steadily suffuses it with exotic 
color. The music of this chorus relies on more 
Eastern tonal idioms than any other piece in 
the opera. Fifth intervals and open octaves 
are liberally used, and pentatonic flutters 
fran the orchestra surround a muezzin-like chant 
from the male chorus. Yet, after twentieth
century experiments in the twelve-tone scale, 
the orientali� of Sullivan's tonality seems 
tame by comparison and even in its own day was 
hardly more venturesome than Offenbach's "Kr ik
Krak" chorus for Ba-ta-clan. Sullivan was essen

tially a classicist as far as musical structure 
was concerne and felt little need to stretch 
the tonal framework on which the game of canpo
sition was played. 

evertheless, something decidedly exotic 
comes through in this music and, as I..ouis Coerne 
has note , it enters chiefly through ullivan's 
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